Proposal for game number 1
Name:
The End of the Road
Description:
The End Of the Road is a car racing simulation game in which players
choose from a range of 20 drivers and corresponding automobiles all
based on famous celebrity car deaths. Once the famous crash victim
and corresponding automobile have been chosen players proceed to
enter world rally tour consisting of all the final routes of the
famous deceased, ranging from James Dean’s highway 41 crash in
California to Princess Diana’s crash in the Place de l'Alma tunnel in
Paris. Each character has strengths and weaknesses (their special
features) based on real personality traits and facts about their
lives that will affect their game control. The aim of the game is to
win the races while at the same time making your opponents crash
using the special features given to each character.
Below is a selection of characters and descriptions of their special
features.
Character 1: Jack the Dripper.
Based on:
Jackson Pollock
Special Features:
1. Jackson Pollock’s car has an ‘abstract expressionist’ oil spill
option. Players can leave a trail of oil behind them rendering all
opponents who drive over it into a frenzied 360-degree skid.
2. Pollock can throw bottles of beer out of the convertible at
opponent drivers rendering them temporarily dazed.
3. Pollock’s driving disadvantages include being constantly drunk,
resulting in reduced or sluggish control of his vehicle. His car also
has a strange attraction to Oak trees, resulting in a magnetic pull
towards any which may line the racing circuit.
Character 2: Diana
Based on: Princess Diana
Special Features:
Scooter riding Paparazzi photographers constantly follow Princess
Diana’s Mercedes Sports SL. As with all personal relationships with
the tabloid media this has its advantages and disadvantages.
1. You can use the Paparazzi to disable your opponents by the special
feature ‘flash exposure’; Paparazzi photographers will chase your
opponent constantly taking photographers therefore temporarily
blinding opponents with over exposure.
2. Paparazzi photographers can also slow down opponents with French
style ‘drive slow’ campaigns.
3. The disadvantages of the Paparazzi entourage are that they can
suddenly turn on you and use ‘flash exposure’ and ‘go slow’ tactics
to distract you the driver of the Mercedes. 4.
4.The Mercedes sports car does not cope well in tunnels. The driver
of the car will feel like he/she is driving an extremely fidgety car.
Object
PEDDLE CAR 01
Title:
JACK THE DRIPPER
Description:

Replica children's peddle car of Jackson Pollock's fatal 1950's green
Oldsmobile convertible.
Illustration:
Story board scene of Princess Diana's crash in 'The End of the Road'
computer game.

